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SUMS OF DISTANCES BETWEEN POINTS
ON A SPHERE, n

KENNETH B.  STOLARSKY

Abstract. Given N points on a unit sphere in Euclidean m

space, m 5:2, we show that the sum of all distances which they

determine plus their discrepancy is a constant. As applications we

obtain (i) an upper bound for the sum of the distances which for

m=i5 is smaller than any previously known and (ii) the existence

of N point distributions with small discrepancy. We make use of

W. M. Schmidt's work on the discrepancy of spherical caps.

1. Introduction. For wi_2 let d be a function on Ux U where U= Um,

the surface of the unit sphere of m dimensional Euclidean space Em. Let

MP be a sequence of Appoints px, ■ ■ ■ ,pNe Um. Define

(1.1) S(N, m, MP) = S(d;N,m, MP) = £ d(Pi, pA

and

(1.2) S(N, m) = S(d; N, m) = max S(d; N, m, MP)

where the maximum is taken over all sequences Mp. We wish to obtain

estimates for S(N, m). Our main result, Theorem 2 of §2, shows in a very

exact sense that for a certain class of functions d, including the usual

Euclidean distance d(p,q) = \p—q\, the quantity S(N,m, Mp) is large or

small depending upon whether D(MP), the discrepancy of MP, is small or

large. Since W. M. Schmidt [9] has obtained very good results on the

discrepancy of point distributions on U, we can obtain (see Theorem 1

below) estimates on S(N, m) which are far better than any hitherto

known. Earlier results can be found, inter alia, in [1], [2], [3, p. 261,

Remark 1], [4], [5], [8, pp. 36-38], and [12]; however, this paper can be

read independently of these. Also, by applying Lemma 2.4 of [1] we can

show (see Theorem 3 of §4) that there exist finite sequences MP having

small discrepancy. A precise definition of the discrepancy D(MP) is given

after the statement of Theorem 2.

If d0 is the great circle metric then S(d0; N, m) = (ir¡4)N2 for A7 even (see
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[7] and [11]; [7] also discusses the case N odd). For qx, q2e U define

/j 3) di(lu It) = aiU)'1   \d0(qx, p) - d0(q2, p)\ da(p)

= d0(qx, q2) ^ (tt/2) \qx - q2\

where da(p) is the element of surface area on U, and the total surface area

of U is denoted by a(U). Clearly dx is a metric. Now (and henceforth) we

let c(m), cx(m), ct(m, e), etc., denote positive constants depending on the

indicated parameters. Here c(m) and Ci(m) equal the coefficient of N2 in

(2.4), for the appropriate p.

Theorem 1.   For e>0 and m=3 we have

cx(m)N2 - c2(m)A71-1/(m-1) < S(dx; N, m)

(1'4) < cx(m)N2 - c3(m, e)N9llm)-e

where dx(m) = (m2—4m+2)(m—l)~2. Similarly, when d is the Euclidean

metric and m>3 we have

(*■•$) ^ „/-™M\r2 _-/•_.   „\\i<i(m)-z

c(m)N2 - c4(m)A/1-1/(m-1) < S(d; N, m)

< c(m)N2 - c5(m, e)Nd

where 6(m) = (m2—5m+2)(m — l)~2.

The older results, when applied to d, yield at best

(1.6) S(d; N, m) < c(m)N2 - c'(m)

for some constant c'(m)>0. In fact, aside from [1], they yield results

weaker than (1.6). Thus for m = 5 the result of (1.5) is stronger than any

previously known. It suggests the following question: is there a positive

constant h(m) such that

S(N, m) = c(m)N2 - /i(m)A/1-1/(m-1) + o(A/1-1/(m-1))?

2. The main result. We let p0e U denote the vector (1, 0, • ■ •, 0)

and we denote the inner product of vectors p, q e U by p ■ q. Note that

p • rq=r"1p ■ q for any orthogonal transformation r e SO = SO(m), the

special orthogonal group acting on Um. We let J • • • dr denote a normalized

Haar integral over this group. For integrals on the real line we let fa,&

denote J"« unless b<a, in which case it shall denote j"£.

Definition 2.1.   For px,p2 e U and a function g=g(x) integrable in

[0, 1] we define

rr
(2.1) p(pi, p2) = p(g; pi, p2)= g(x) dx dr.

rj>i-j>o.r3>2-î>0
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Clearly p is independent of p0, and for tx e SO we have

(2-2) p(rxpx, rxp2) = p(px,p2).

Note that p is a metric if g(x)>0; however, our proof of Theorem 2 does

not require this hypothesis. We call g the kernel of p. If g(x) = l then

p(px,p2) is a constant multiple of the Euclidean distance \px— p2\- The

metric dx of §1 has kernel (1—x2)-4'2. It is sometimes useful to relax the

restriction on g to integrability on closed subintervals of the open interval

(0, 1) and consider p to be defined whenever the inner integral is integrable

over SO. In particular this permits the kernel (1—x2)-1.

Definition 2.2. Let a(x)={p e U\p • p0=x}. We also denote the sur-

face area of this set by the same symbol. Thus

(2.3) o-(x) = j        da(p)   and    <r(l) = a(U).

Set a*(x) = a(x)la(U). Next, let fp=f(Mp, r, x) = \MpC\to(x)\ where \T\
denotes the cardinality of the set F. Thus /, is the number of points of

Mv which lie in a certain spherical cap congruent to o(x).

Theorem 2.

S(p; N, m, Mp) + Ç g(x) \(f(Mp, r, x) - Na*(x))2 dr dx
(2.4) J~l      J

= N2 ■ 2-1«T(t/)-2JJ p(p, q) da(p) da(q).

This is our main result. The second term on the left of (2.4) clearly

measures the discrepancy of Mp; i.e. the extent to which it deviates from

a uniform distribution. We denote it by D(MA, and call it the "discrepancy

of Mp with respect to the weight (or kernel) g(x)". Theorem B of [9]

shows that, for e>0,

(2.5) D(MV) » N1-1'1™-"''

for any Mp when g(x) = (l—x2)-1; the implied constant depends on e.

Theorem 2 is perhaps best appreciated as an invariance principle: the sum

of all distances determined by N points plus their discrepancy is constant.

3. The proof. First we prove a useful identity, various forms of which

have already appeared explicitly or implicitly in the literature; see [1],

[2], [6, p. 196, Theorem 3.1], [10], and [12].

Lemma. If p¡ and q, are real numbers for l_/_w and l^j=v with

Pie' • '^Pu andqx = - ■ -gq, then

(3.1)      2 Í    - 2 Í     - 2 f    = r 8(*)G(G -(u- v)) dx
i.3   Jpi.Qj        i<jJpi.Pj        i<3"Qi.Qj       ^ — 00
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where $a¡i = fa,¡, g(x) dx and

(3.2) g~y i _ y 1.
Pj^X QjSx

Note.   If u=v and g(x)=l we have

/»CO /*co w

G2dx^\    \G\dx = 2\Pi-qi\
J—OO J—CQ Í=l

and (3.1) becomes the inequality of Lemma 2.1 in Alexander's paper [1].

Proof.    Let x be a real number distinct from any pt or q¡. Let s be the

number of pt to the left of x and t the number of q¡ to the left of x. From

the identity

s(v — t) + t(u — s) — s(u — s) — t(v — t) = (s — t)((s — t) — (u — v))

we see that g(x) occurs on the left of (3.1) the same net number of times

as it occurs on the right. This proves the Lemma.

We begin our proof of Theorem 2 by letting u=v=N and letting Mp

and Mq be the sequences^, • ■ • ,pN and qx,''',qN respectively. We let

</>i,</>2, and t be elements of SO and

2 = ^PdxPo^qi)-

If R denotes the right side of (2.4) then

(3.3) 2**jföaM#*

We now recall (2.1), apply the above lemma to 2 with/», and^3 replaced

by T(f>xpi ■ p0 and t^>2^ • p0 respectively, and then apply (2.2). This, and

an integration over t, yields

(3.4)

2 = 2 rip* Pi) + 2 fa» «*)

+ ff*w(   2   !-    2   lï<frdr.
JJ—l \(¡>iPi-pQ^X T$2Qi-P0^!X   f

Upon inserting (3.4) into (3.3) we obtain

2Fv = S(N, m, Mp) + S(N, m, Mq)

(15) + J'  i[g(x)(/(M3), &, x) - f(MQ, <f>2, x))2 d<px d</>2 dx.

Now clearly

(3.6) f (/„ - JV*) d& = [(f(MP, 0!, x) - JV<t*(x)) d</>x = 0
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since N*=No*(x) is just the expected value offp=f(MP, <f>x, x). Since

(3.7) (f, -fff = (fP - N*)2 - 2(fP - N*)(fg - N*) + (f„ - N*f

and the integral of the middle term on the right of (3.7) is zero, the right

side of (3.5) is the sum of the discrepancies of Mp and Mg with respect to

g(x). The proof is completed by setting Pi=q{ for l=i=N and dividing

both sides of (3.5) by 2.
Note. One could obtain a result having a more general appearance

than (2.4) by using the full strength of the lemma rather than the special

case u=v. A comparison of this result with (2.4) yields the identity

(3.8) j\(x)a(x)(a(U) - o-(x)) dx = i í(p(p, q) do(p) do(q).

4. Some applications. We first introduce some notation from [9]. Let

p be the normalized Lebesgue measure on U; thus p(U)= 1. Let C=C(r,p)

be the spherical cap consisting of all points whose spherical distance from

peU is at most r. Note that 0<r=7r. Let A=A(r,p)=Np(C)-v(C)

where v(C) denotes the number of px, ■ ■ ■ ,pN which lie in C. Let

E(r)=(uA2dp(p). Schmidt's Theorem B is given on p. 59 of [9]. By

replacing his n and ô with m— 1 and 7r/2 respectively we obtain the

Theorem.   Ifm=3,s>0,andN>ethen

(4.1) f* r-1E(r)dr = c¿m,e)N1-'U{m-1)-t.
Jo

For later use we note the trivial estimate

(4.2) E(r) =■ c7(w)Ar2rm-1.

(This is Lemma 4, p. 67 of [9]; set s=r and note that Schmidt's E(r, r) is

our E(r).) We now obtain a result which shows that (4.1) is not too far

from best possible in its dependence on N. For w_3 we have

Theorem 3.    There are points px, • ■ ■ ,pN on U such that

(4.3) T  r-^r) íír = c8(m)A/1-1/<m-1>.

To prove this we need the following special case of a result of Alexander

(Lemma 2.4 of [1]).

Lemma. Let p(px,p2) be a nonnegative function on UxU and let p be a

Borel measure for which p(U)=l. Let P={AX, ■ ■ • , AN} be a collection of

Borel subsets of U such that p(AinAj) = ôijN-1 where dtj is 1 ifi=j and 0
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otherwise. Then

(4.4)        N2 f    f pip, q) dn(p) dp(q) - f p(Af) < 2S(p ; N, m)
Ju "¡U t=l

where p(AA is the "diameter" of At; i.e. p(AA = sup p(p, q) for p, q e A{

(Alexander has \px—p2\ in place of p(px,p2) but his proof required only the

nonnegativity of this function).

We now choose Mv so that S(p; N,m, MP) = S(p;N,m). It follows

from (2.4) and (4.4) that

J>J'(4.5)        g(x)   (f(Mp, r, x) - Na*(x))2 dr dx = c9(m)N igf max p(Af)
p

a result of interest in itself.

To prove Theorem 3 let g(x)=(l— x2)"1 and set px • p=cos dx and

p2 ■ p=cos d2 where 6X and 62 are the great circle distances between/^,/?

and p2,p respectively. Then

P = p(Pi, Pi) = c9(m) g(x) dx do(p)

= cx0(m)   | log tan \6X — log tan |02| do(p).

It is easy to see that this integral is finite since / |log tan \QX\ do(p) is

finite. Now

iFi - P2I * p(Pi, PÙ = cw(m)   {\6i - 62\ x (log tan \dx - log tan \d2)}

• m - e2| • \Px - pfr1} do(p)

= cu(m) \\0x-62\~1(logtaniex-log,tanlB2)da(p)

Í
We will show that ¡v remains bounded as p2-^px. Let the great circle

distance between px andp2 be yv/10 where y is a small positive parameter.

Let Bx=Bx(y) be the set of points p e U such that yTr=6i = (l— y)v for

i=l, 2. Then B2, the complement of Bx, consists of two components, say

B3 and F4. The estimates we need for the integrals over B3 and Bt will be

essentially identical, so we give details only for F4 which we take to be the

component for which dx, d2=2yrr. Write Bi=B5,UB6 where B5, F6 are

disjoint and Bs consists of those points of Bi for which 6X=262. Then

Í - f + J + f + Í « f + f + f ■
JU      JBi      JB3     JBs     JBt      JBi      JBs      JB<¡
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The following two estimates make use of the fact that do(p)<&0™~2 ddt,

and require «?_3:

f « f IsinCminiA, Ö^l"1 do(p) « f Bxx da(p) « P*d0 = 777
Jb6   JB5 Jbs Jo

Í « f l^1 log B2\ da(p) « P*|log Ö| do « 7 I log y|.
Js6     JBs Jo

and

Also,

Í « f (|sin ej-1 + |sin Ö2|-x) da(p) « 2 f |sin ©il-1 «faQO < 00.
JBi     JBi JU

Thus p(px,p2)<Z.\px—Ps\- Now extend the integral on the left of (4.5) only

to 0, and make the change of variable x= —cos r. This yields

J'ir/2
r-*E(r) dr = cX2(m)N inf max p(AA.

0 P        i

Now clearly one can choose the At so that their Euclidean diameters are

»«7Y-1/(m-1) for \=i=N. But p(px, p2)«\px-p2\ so the result follows.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the above is that if p has

kernel (1—x2)-1 then

cx3(m)N2 - CuWN1-1"™-» < S(p; N, m)

< cX3(m)N2 - cx6(m, e^1-17«"-»-.

We now prove Theorem 1. The left-hand inequalities are deduced from

(4.4) as in the proof of Theorem 3. For the right-hand inequality of (1.5)

we set g(x) = 1 and note that

/*0 fir/2

D(MP) _ cxi(m)     F(cos_1 |x|) dx = cX7(m) I     sin rE(r) dr

(4-7) »T/2 ~„/2

= cjm)       rE(r) dr = cxs(m)N~'       E(r) dr
Jo JN-X

for any <x>0. From (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain

(4.8)   c7(m)N21      rm~2 dr + N* \     E(r) dr = c6(m, e)N1-1/(m-1,-e.
Jo Jn-x

Set a=lj(m — l) + l/(m— l)2+2e¡(m— 1). Then the term on the extreme

left of (4.8) has lower order of magnitude than the term on the extreme

right, so it follows that

(4.9) D(MP) ^ cxi(m, e)N l-(3+4£)/(m-l)-2/(m-l) -e
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To prove (1.4) we note that in this case

(4.10) D(MP) = c20(m)r'2E(r)dr,
JN-"

so

(4.11) D(MP) = c2x(m, e)A/i-<2+^>/<™-i>-i/<™-i>2-*.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

I would like to thank J. Ralph Alexander for helpful conversations

concerning this work, and also for making available to me a preprint of

[1].
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